
 
 

January 4th, 2018 8:00AM 

Attendees: Chair: Jack Butkus, Bruce Spiewak, Jim McManus, Tim Applebee, Gina Calabro 

Jim Paolino and Ross Gianfriddo, FOCUS Government 

 

Jim and Ross from FOCUS Government gave an overview of current state appointments etc. 

Gina had asked for a list of commissions and committees for possible openings – looking 

for more “seats at the table.”  Application process? Resubmission process? FOCUS will 

advise to what is vacant.  AIA wants to make sure that there are architects appointed (like 

Glenn for School Board Projects Advisory Committee)  

 

Discussion: 

➢ Past Legislative Agenda (legacy document) was handed out. Moving forward in 

2019 some of these strategies will be continued and others will be added. 

➢ Working with other Associations & Coalitions: AIA collaboration is building, and 

the proposed AIA CT strategic plan is focused on partnerships. Jim McManus 

suggested getting info about what other orgs want to drop on the table (re: 

legislative agenda) 

➢ Bruce Spiewak mentioned that in 2017 Office of Protection and Advocacy was 

dissolved and they no longer work with the building inspector any longer. 

➢ Tim Applebee: Mass Timber early adoption push through legislation (rather than 

codes and standards). Gina will forward Codes and Standards meeting schedule 

to Tim. FOCUS has absolutely no knowledge of this initiative but was receptive to 

learning what worked in Washington and Oregon legislatures in 2018. 

➢ McManus: Commission of Human Rights and Opportunity (affirmative action 

plans were not acceptable) ABC has accepted imperfect plans (CRHO has publicly 

supported codifying a timeline for legislation that improves the process (Rosa 

Robimbus out of Naugatuck and Stephanie Cummings (Waterbury) have 

been proponents (AIA might concur and perhaps get an IOU) 

➢ Spiewak: Architectural Plan requirements work group (put together by Joe 

Cassidy) to take a look at the 5,000 3,000 sf rule (currently confusing to code 

officials) 

➢ Calabro: Health insurance 60% of members are sole proprietor. Now that the 

Fed govt has passed association group health plan we are looking to work with 

the new Insurance Commissioner. The current commissioner ruled that they 

weren’t going to allow it in CT.  This could be a multi-organizational advocacy 

effort with new Commissioner 

➢ Calabro: Standard contract for model schools draft.  There is support for this 

softer terms and conditions. The department is supposed to provide “guidance.”  

Questioning whether this is a Commissioner purview, not a statute. McManus: 

Town lawyers don’t always know construction, so a template contract isn’t a bad 

thing, just the mandated part is a difficult sell for everyone. Industry  

Advisory Group Liaison committee spent years working on the DPW contract 

(changing it for the better), for example.  



 
 

 

➢ Calabro: DCP/Licensing board requested CT requires CEUs The DCP asked the 

ALB to contact AIA CT to sponsor these statute revisions. The ALB has looked at 

NY, MA and proposed 12HSW/year.  DCP doesn’t want to administrate CEU 

tracking. Paolino: Maybe the AIA proposes the licensing board has the ability to 

ask for backup (rather than DCP). FOCUS will go to General Law to raise a bill 

(without language) to give time to generate verbiage. 

➢ Calabro: New energy efficiency codes and incentives to be discussed. 

 

Legislative Breakfast/ Day at Capitol is set for March 27th (830 to 10 Breakfast) FOCUS will 

get it posted in the Bulletin (legislative visits, generically). Gina will book officer’s club 

Bulletin and blast email to legislators. Personal invite to breakfast from constituent. 

 

AIACT PAC. PACs are back to being okay, given new rules. The current account has $2,800 

sitting there for 10 years untouched. PACs can do ad book purchases for the four different 

caucuses. FOCUS suggests getting a lawyer strong with new PAC law (to review PAC 

structure). The way the PAC is organized matters. 

 

State Government Network Conference is July 17-19 (lobbyists, NCARB invited) Gina 

proposed Government Affair Chair and others attend. Gina to provide digital copy of SGN 

itinerary/content. 


